Noonic Creative Office - Call for entries
Brief
Summary
Noonic and Desall present "Noonic Creative Office - Call for Entries", an interior
design contest aimed at developing a concept for the new headquarters of Noonic,
which will serve both as operating area and hosting space for events and project
presentations.
Description
Noonic is a young and internationally-oriented creative studio for research and
software development, where innovative ideas find their way, through the joint effort
of developers, artists and creatives. Currently Noonic has the company center near
Venice, North-East of Italy and an operative office in the Technopark of Trivandrum,
India.
The aim of the contest is to create a project for its new headquarters and a space
planning proposal for the interiors. It will host both the operating area for the web
and mobile developers and creatives and an additional space for events, project
presentations and meetings with customers.
The structure will employ prefab boxes, with timber sheathing (fir) and plasterboard
partitions. The boxes might either be combined (by the short or the long side) or be
used individually and connected through an external wooden pavement. They will
be hosted by a farming company in a green area and accessible from a parallel alley
– the opposite side of the structure will stay hidden (download the material files for
more details about the location).
Guidelines
The budget for building materials, assembly, installation and setup is 30 000 € and
structure must include at least the following spaces:
⁃ an entrance with Noonic sign and an area for water dispenser and coffee
machine;
⁃ one room for developers / graphics (about 6 workstations) which might be an
open space accessible from the main or a different entrance;
⁃ one meeting room (that can be closed and should ensure privacy to the users);
⁃ one private office (2 workstations).
⁃
⁃ The headquarters will share some of the existing spaces with the nearby farming
⁃ company, such as parking and restroom. Therefore it is NOT necessary to include
⁃ them in the project.
For the details please refer to the attached material files.
Timeline
Upload phase: 23rd July 2013 - 12th September 2013

Community vote: 13th September 2013 - 19th September 2013
Winner announcement: 29th September 2013 (approximately)
Awards
1st prize: 500,00 € (five hundred euro)
The name of the winner will be mentioned next to Desall in a plate at the entrance.
During the construction Noonic will shoot a stop-motion video that will be published
in the social networks – the winner will be mentioned in the credits as well.

Revision 09 Aug ‘13
In order to help you better develop the planning for the arrangement of the
containers, please consider that the construction site area measures altogether 15 x
30 metres. In addition, containers cannot be arranged one above the other, but they
can be combined by the short or the long side – which means, that once combined
they share an overall area equal to the area of both containers together. Ex. If we
combine two containers, we have: 2 x (2,44 m x 6,10 m) = 29,768 sqm – there are
no walls in between. In your proposals, please remember also to include the
arrangement for the furniture needed for each room according to its function.
Ultimately, consider the budget provided in the brief only as approximate.

